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Author of the book The Unmasked «Constitutional State»

Avenue de Lonay 17
CH-1110 Morges
0041 21 801 22 88
catharsisgu@gmail.com

Mister
Dr Norbert BLÜM
Former Minister of Germany
Fuchspfad 3
D-53639 Königswinter
cc: network SALVE EUROPA!

The crazy proliferation of black robes
Dear Dr. BLÜM,
Your book «Wider die Willkür an deutschen Gerichten» (Against arbitrariness in
German Courts), Westendverlag Gmbh, 2014, caught my attention.
Are we lacking Judges? Speaking for Switzerland, Edmund
SCHŐNENBERERGER has presented for 2001 the calculation that only 1/3 of
the capacities of the Swiss Federal Court were used: http://edmund.ch/mh.html
Logically, one could have reduced the headcount of federal Judges to 1/3. At the
time, we had 30 federal Judges plus some Deputies. However, our politicians
opted for an opposite solution. They have tripled the number of federal Judges,
by creating the Penal Federal Court and the Administrative Federal Court.
Today, we have 150 federal Judges, including the Deputies. See www.bger.ch
In parallel, the number of black robes has exploded in the Swiss cantons. Vaud
for instance, the French speaking canton having the biggest population and where
I am living (presently 775'000 inhabitants), had 20 cantonal Judges. Today, we
have 53 of them. A research on www.vd.ch is showing a total of 732 judiciary
Magistrates in action today (Judges and Prosecutors), assisted by twice that
number of clerks and secretaries = 1464. Totally, the Vaudois Tax payers have
to feed 732 + 1464 = 2‘196 judiciary Officers (estimation) - 1 judiciary clerk
per 353 inhabitants! The population of Lawyers and Notaries – the auxiliaries of
the system, did follow. According to my observations, the efficiency of this bloated
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workforce has been a disaster already in 2001, and it has become worse. See my
enclosed book The Unmasked «Constitutional State».
In the other European countries, one is observing the same tendencies. The
number of complaints filed at the European Court of Human Rights has exploded,
showing that the quality control does not work. It is not existing at all. The
European judiciary system is irredeemably degenerated. It ought to be replaced
by a completely new conception. See:
www.worldcorruption.info/index_htm_files/gu_2017-02-25_forney-e.pdf
www.worldcorruption.info/index_htm_files/gu_2017-03-22_forney-e.pdf

The Council of Europe has attempted to impose to Germany the remedy of the
Councils of Magistrates, for making your Judiciary totally independent. However,
France, having established it is the bad example. The roped parties of freemason
Lawyers are embezzling the citizens and the hidden powers took the whole French
Nation in hostage. Idem in Belgium. Quotation: «The powers who are claiming
to control themselves are irrevocably leading to the Gulag.» (On m’a volé mon
ego! Jacques–André WIDMER, Editor Publibook, 2014).
The control of the judiciary apparatus has to come imperatively from the outside
of the seraglio. Our attempts to dialogue with the Members of the Council of
Europe, making them aware of the fraud going on at the European Court of
Human Rights have been ignored. The moral authority of these European
institutions is totally missing. It is the surrender to tyranny.
Who is better placed to find the solution than the consumer of Justice, i.e. the
judiciary victims? But the Mainstream Mass Media are slandering us in the best
case. Or worse: they just ignore us.
Dear Dr. BLÜM, to my knowledge, you are the only European elder Statesman
having acknowledged that there exists a dysfunction of the actual judiciary system
in Germany. However, things are worse at the European level. I kindly ask you to
give to the German and European judiciary victims a voice in the Mass Media, in
order to be eventually heard. Let’s stop the crazy proliferation of black robes!
Awaiting to be contacted by you, to save our European moral values, I remain
very truly yours.
Gerhard ULRICH
Enclosure: The Unmasked «Constitutional State»
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